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The Development Of Management Control
Systems Framework In Public-Private
Partnerships
Sevar Neamat
Abstract: This study has developed a Public Private Partnership (PPP) framework in order to analyze a Management Control System (MSC). This is
being specified relying on the basis of Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) and organizational theory. Moreover, in this research, an approach is
proposed that could theoretically be resulted in the reduction of relational and performance risks by joining the three control standards called the
marketplace, administrative and clan, and combining them with control strategies, called Performance Evaluation Strategy (PES) and Trust-Based
Strategy (TBS). The framework aspiration is to achieve the Value for Money (VFM). Finally, specialists might use the identified links of this study in order
to improve the MCS of PPPs.
Index Terms: Public-Private Partnerships; management strategies; MCS PPPs; Relational Risk; behavioral Risk.
————————————————————

1. INTRODUCTION
About twenty years ago, there was a considerable increase in
the PPPs of the industrialized and developed financial
prudence. Despite appearing the PPPs in these two decades,
it appears vigorously in some other places since the 1990s [1].
Generally, PPPs usage added many services to infrastructures
such as healthiness, teaching, confinements, transportations,
power sources and water treatment plans, those are
conventionally used as a public sector responsibility.The
private partner‘s involvement might contain the design, finance
and other parts and services for public infrastructure. Although
the stages of PPPs are related to the life cycle by projects, a
usual PPP project includes four levels, specifically choosing,
constructing, operating and terminating. In the choosing
phase, some useful events are commenced to carry the
probable amenities. In certain, Australia and the United
Kingdom (UK) are attained a substantial achievement with the
producing of PPPs [2], [3].In contrast, a vast part of the review
showed that a lot of PPPs have not obtained the predicted
VFM objective [4]. Risk in PPPs appears principally resulted in
the incongruence between partners and surge the probability
of working unscrupulous for partners [5], [6]. These behaviors
are possibly to impair the difficulty connected with PPPs (as
noted by [4]), resulted in increasing the risk. Because of the
nature of PPP engagements, a mixture of controls can be
used to impact the behavior of the associates included. The
utilizing level and the kind of these controls would differ
through various stages of a PPP plan based on the probability
of the possible risk related to those stages.
Some researches has underlined the necessity for operative to
administrate the risks in PPPs [7] with using management
control system of that purpose [8].The flowchart is advanced
by sketching on (TCE) and the organizational theory with the
notion of trust. A number of contingent factors have been
investigated in this research which impacts the attainment of the
VFM objective of PPPs. These influences impacted from
different levels of behavioral risk produced by one of these
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dependent features. The projected framework is intended to
observe the administration controls in PPPs from the communal
companion‘s viewpoint, basically due to the public partner which
repeatedly tolerates the final possession and risk of the PPP.A
study focus on three regulator models, namely marketplace,
administrative and clan. Also, it helps an involvement on the
review on controls in PPPs at a theoretical level by
concentrating on how three control models, in combination with
two control approaches, might be prepared to the public sector
to aid in minimizing the behavioral risk, thus reaching VFM
objective.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Risks related to PPPs
The risk phrase was seen as enormous care in the literature
on the inter-organizational relationships (IQRs) and in the
specific PPPs. Consequently, it considered as an important
way in understanding and analyzing the operations of these
organizations [9], [10] [7], [11].The word ‗risk‘ mentioned to
bad probabilities outcome from the unforeseen behavior of
people which impact the VFM purpose of PPPs [11].
Additionally, the literature displays a wide range of bases of
risk which impact the performance of PPPs in the zones of
scheming, funding, building, working, repairs and request for
service area. In PPPs, both the public sector and private
sector estimated to search in the reaching the VFM (value of
money) detached of the partnership [12]. On the other hand, it
is frequently thinkable, the followers will not act in the best
concern of the company, foremost to the ―planned of
experiencing enlarged costs‖ which is stated to as behavioral
risk [13].The behavioral danger in PPPs is related to the
suitable focus of worsen places inducing the risks of various
objectives [14]. Also, the risk might be happened due to the
compressibility of activities decomposition together with
activities of various events and through different stages in
PPPs [15].The cost competence above the lifetime cycle of
PPPs (hence accomplishing VFM) mainly based on the private
partners‘ behavior reminting of experience and information
[15], and the capability to compact with numerous doubts and
difficulties. Principally, the behavioral risk rises for the reason
of goal incongruence among the followers.As of the previous
is named ‗relational risk‘, considered the likelihood of
opportunistic manners which might ascend in the method of
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―shirking, cheating, misrepresenting info, arranging the profits,
and subsequently‖. The risk producing out of concluding is
named ‗performance risk‘, is the opportunity the followers be
unsuccessful to work or abandonment to get the most
concentration of the organization.The avoidance of
opportunistic existence appeared from the availability of many
factors containing uncertainties environment [6]. So,
opportunism is the basic aspect which splits the relational risk
from performance risk. Both relational and performance risk
can occur through various stages in a PPP plan in changing
the grades relying on the natural surroundings and the extent
of the influence of numerous dependent featuresDepending

Fig. 2. Control strategies

features producing behavioral risk in PPPs Behavioral risk
might be affected by five contingent factors, specifically,
opportunism, bounded rationality, uncertainty, asset specificity,
and transaction frequency. On the other hand, as seen in Fig.
1., the constituent of behavioral risk - relational risk - might be
impacted by all five dependent features, the performance risk
impacted through all excluding opportunism.

Fig. 1. Contingent factors leading to behavioral risk
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2.2 Conditional features making behavioral risk in
PPPs
There are five emergent factors participated in behavioral risk
which are specifically opportunism, restricted rationality,
uncertainties, asset specificity, and transaction frequency [16].
There are two factors which are human characteristics such as
Opportunism and limited rationality are preserved as
transparent behavioral expectations [17]. On the other hand,
indecision, asset specificity, and transaction frequency are
transaction features. As shown in Fig. 1., though the
constituent of behavioral and relational risk might be impacted
via emergent features, the other constituent - performance risk
- might be exaggerated via all.Opportunism in private
sectorOpportunism is particularly to compute efforts to
misrepresent, falsify, disguise, obscure or otherwise confusing.
Humans have a tendency to involve in behavior that helps
their personal benefits when they see an occasion to do so.
Transaction cast of economic believes that opportunism might
ensue whenever [18].According to the PPP framework, private
partner opportunism considered the central feature that
generates the relational risk. Moreover, they may do things
that ‗they shouldn‘t‘ do it. A typical example is by providing
inaccurate info of technological information.Bounded
rationality of the public partnerPeople are characteristically
unable to obtain the best information with treating most info
that would support optimization. Generally, are powerless in
the identification of the alternatives, and have only imperfect
data about the environmental variables, current and
forthcoming, that will regulate the concern of their selections.
Additionally, throughout the construction and working levels,
the public companion is predictable to guarantee that the
private partner transmits the essential job up to the
concessionaire contract. Though, incomplete reasoning
aptitude and the follow-on ―bounded rationality‖ which create it
hard for the community sector to predict all the likely relational
factors.UncertaintyAccording to [7], it is been noted that
wherever there is no option of assigning an arithmetical
likelihood on to a certain extent happening or not, the indistinct
upcoming public is mentioned to as an uncertainty‖. PPPs
might be influenced by uncertainties correlated to diagram
connected with plan precise landscapes. These uncertainties
resulted in increasing the PPP. For example, a private partner
may act opportunistically to achieve the individual aids of the
inexact atmosphere (i.e., relational risk), or could be
unsuccessful in taking the essential procedures in order to
minimize or to remove the destructive attitude of uncertainty
on the VFM objective of the PPP (i.e., performance risk)
[19].The need on the private partner advantage which might
result in a ―lock-in‖ condition and transmission the power to the
private companion [19], [20].Transaction frequencyIt illustrates
the frequencies of a specific transaction in an assumed date
[21]. Up to PPPs, transaction frequency describes the number
of PPP projects/ transactions commenced by similar parties. If
the events have a long-term history, recurrence agreements
will be substantially little meanwhile the events are aware with
and comprehend every moderately fine. It oppositely reacted if
the private sector is unidentified to the public sector.
2.3 Control archetypes
During of last period of time, the TCE has added the visions
into both the organizational and management secretarial
literature [22]. The goal of TCE in recognizing the certain
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method of organizational structure is extra suitable to perform
the transactions than other purposes [21].
2.4 Strategical control to minimize risks
Goal dissimilar behavior caused by behavioral risk, and hence
it is compulsory that the public partner presents suitable
methods to efficiently minimize goal incongruence and linked
risks. Classifies two approaches, specifically the performance
evaluation strategy (PES), which persuades objective
absorbed behavior and the trust-based strategy (TBS) (see
Fig. 2.)The strategy evaluation depended on the performanceIt
is the method of ―checking with fulfilling performance‖ to
encourage the required behavior. This plan includes goal line
setting, presentation measurement, checking, and providing of
response. It is realistic if the performance is computable.
Performance can be restrained a foundation of behavior of
persons and the result of these behaviors [23] as in Fig. 3.
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Therefore, PES may be produced by means of two styles of
controller specifically, performance controls and outcome
controls [24].The strategy depended on the trustIt includes
‗changeless the way of thinking in a discrete to report the
problem in a behavioral risk rising from goal incongruence.
Whereas PES supports in diminishing the effect of objective
disagreement, this aids in inspiring aim disagreement and
therefore minimizing the relational risks and performance
risks.Some other researches such as [25]–[28] use
technologies of semantic web to find control strategies.

3The Management Controls Usage In PPPs
The management control system MSC worked by the public
partner to accomplish behavioral risk through the life cycle of
the PPP scheme might comprise three categories of control
models.

Fig. 3. Analytical framework to examine MCS in PPPs
3.1 The marketplace controller model
Dependent features resulted in controlling the marketplace
controller. An efficiency of market controls relies on the
environment with a degree of reliant features affecting the
state to be skillful. Market control is extra suitable for
transactions connected to non-specific. As the benefit
identified surges, marketplace controls develop less real, exit
room for opportunism [29].The marketplace controller model
with strategical evaluation performance The markets are
working as a hidden indicator to protect events from the
opportunism through the addition to the chance to use the
replacements in a stumpy cost [30]. In PPPs, in the time when
the collection is prepared depending on the modest bids, the
private partners have restricted area for opportunism,
therefore the relational risk linked with choosing stage is
negligible.The necessity of the PES to diminish relational risk
at a low level. It is applicable for the public sector to make the
marketplace controller model in three different stages of the
PPP includes constructing, functioning and ending. The
community sector might request in place of offers thru the
constructing and functioning stages of a PPP project [2]. In
spite that the market switch can be used in all four levels of
PPP, it is further usually recycled in the choosing phase.

3.2 The bureaucratic control archetype
Even though it investigated that the efficiency cost attained
within marketplace control is best associated with the value of
money VFM objective of PPPs [31]. Also, it is incapable to use
market controls for all transactions connected to PPPs. As the
nature of reliant factors altered (for example, upsurge in asset
specificity), the marketplace controller model might not be
passable to achieve the resultant behavioral risk
[32].Depending factors resulting in the administrative control
archetypeWhile marketplace controller is considered an
optimal control archetype. The environment of dependent
influences could make it immaterial or fewer effective related
to other controller models. A typical example, once benefit
quality is great, the community sector could not trust the
exterior markets. Table 1 displays the relations between the
administrative control model and the five depending features
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TABLE 1
Administrative control model with five contingent factors
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TABLE 2
Relationships Summery

3.3 The clan controller model
Dependent features resulting in the clan controller model

1 Opportunism resulted along time since there is a variance honesty and
transparency and occur in the same way under each control model
2 As an essential human characteristic, limited rationality happens under
each control model correspondingly [16], [17]

The administrative controller model with the performance
evaluation strategy to minimize risks

PES opinions suitable for reducing the behavioral risk once
accepting an administrative controller model. Rendering to [33]
as a portion of the administrative control, PPPs are faced with
―difficult performance assessment‖ to safeguard that the
behavioral risk. The PES in combination with administrative
controls might stay founded in behavior with product controls
and might minimize both relational and performance risks. The
specification of the key performance factors connected with
the behavior and outcomes which is vigorous when retaining
the PES. Conferring to the HM Treasury Taskforce (undated)
in the UK, the standards for performance factors should
remain built on the probable risk zones or actions [22]. ―Poor
products can arise regardless of the good hard work‖ [8].
Furthermore, if both relational risk and performance risk stay
low, the public partner is uninterested and could use may use
the performance evaluation system PES on the base of
whichever result or behavior controls. The public partner
cooperates with PES in using the administrative control for all
four various levels of PPPs. At the collection level, the public
partner may monitor a demanding governmental control
process as a fragment of the PES in choosing a non-public as
in Table 2.

In PPPs, usually, there might be dealings, actions and
behaviors which could not be measured efficiently by any
marketplace or administrative controller models. The
administrative control model, for example, is inoperative in the
case of having high behavioral risk range connected with five
depending factors.The concessionaire agreement, which
offers a foundation of administrating control model, has
inadequate usage below great stages of uncertainty and
opportunism. Moreover, according to the complex matter
associated with long-standing PPP agreements, public sectors
might discover it problematic to postulate assessable
performance [34] as in Table 1.The clan controller model with
the strategy based on the trust in minimizing the risksTrust is
the principal and the base point of the controller strategy in the
clan controller model. It grows from public organizations of
ideals with standards advanced by the clan control archetype.
A contract can progress trust by instructing ethical standards
constructed on ―socialization and learning‖. The works propose
of the public sector in a PPP often workouts the clan controller
model by smearing the [2], [8].By the TBS, both events might
take a great promise to the company resulting in a discount of
a relational and performance risks. The groups which
consume a strong trust -depended relations are working in the
greatest beneficial environment of the PPP, even though in the
lack of a PES built on the performance or result. In the
selecting phase, to decrease both risks, a public partner might
desire to choice a private partner whomever could be reliable
or by whomever belief association can be established,
regardless the cost of the offer [35]. We can see the details in
the Table 3.

TABLE 3.
Characteristics of control archetypes in PPPs
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TABLE 3 (Cont'd)

4 DISCUSSION
In spite of having enormous growing of PPPs of industrialized
and developing economies, an increasing frame of the working
on PPPs proposes of a substantial amount of PPPs
unsuccessfully reach the VFM objective almost according to
the incapability of preparing a behavioral risk. The study grows

a structure to analyze usage of MCS in the management
behavioral risk connected with PPPs by a sketch on TCE and
organizational model. The projected framework displays the
way of controlling the models (i.e., marketplace, administrative
and clan controls) in combination with controller approaches
(i.e., performance evaluation and trust) in order to arrange the
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behavioral risk (i.e., relational risk and performance risk) in
PPPs. It demonstrates the natural surroundings and range of
behavioral risk is dependent on some issues, covering
restricted rationality, opportunism, unwillingness, transaction
frequency and asset specificity. Furthermore, it displays the
approach of in what way MCS assistant to gain the VFM
objective of PPPs. All control outlines (control archetypes,
control strategies and control modes) of the scheduled
framework are focused at clarifying the struggle of PPP
arrangements resulting in the certain features which are
altered from other inter-organizational preparations, an
example is combined schemes molded between private
parties. Some properties can add various purposes such as
(public companion has social purposes and private partner has
income objects), long-time span (typically more than 25 years),
and the environment of facilities (public infrastructure). The
frameworks advanced to study strong points in other interorganizational relationships are characteristically less
compound than those advanced for PPPs and focus on either
control models or control modes [36].

CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this study recommends that to arrange the
behavioral risk in a PPP, the public sector must first recognize
the depending features with comparative strong points. After
that, deliberate the behavioral risk of a specific combination of
emergent features is possibly held on a plan underneath
evaluation, and lastly estimate a suitable MCS. The framework
advanced in this research to simplify the methodical
investigation of MCS in PPPs. The likewise to propose a
suitable MCS for PPPs. The upcoming enquiry might inspect
the proposal sketched in the particular study via means of
planned framework.
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